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" x is good " rnea.ns the same as the statement
" r luirtllr.tlrlt thc contemplation of it would call forth an
r'nlnltorr ol rpllroval towards it in all or most men". The
rlr,ltrrilrorr o[ " x is bad" would be the same with "disrllrlrtn\/,tl " srrbstituted for " approval ". a,, i.
llrr. lolhrwing points may be noticed at once. (r) It
lrrrlrr,,r " 1,oo<l " and " bad " to be relational predicates.
rrlrrlr.nrrnl

CHAPTER. IV
Hume
TnB best account of Hume's theory of ethics is to be found

in his Enquiry

Concerning the Principles of

Morals. This

a treatise specially devoted to ethics.

is

Spinoza's ethical
though
a
vitally
important
part, of
theory is only a part,
an elaborate metaphysical theory of the universe. Hume
had no such system, and believed it to be impossible for
human beings to build one capable of standing. Still, he
had certain very definite epistemological principles or
prejudices, and these inevitably determined and coloured
his ethical theories. The two men were in many ways
extremely unlike each other in disposition, outlook, training,
and experience ; and the spirit of their respective philosophical writings is profoundly difierent. Yet, in spite of
real and important disagreements, we shall find several
points of fundamental similarity between the ethical views
ott ' '
of Hume and SPinoza.
It will be best, in the case of Hume, to take first that
part of ethical theory which we took last in the case of
Spinoza, viz., the question of the meaning and analysis of
ethical predicates and propositions. Hume's doctrine is the
following. There is a certain specific kind of emotion
which nearly all human beings feel from time to time.
This is the emotion of. Approual or Disapproual. It is
called forth by the contemplation of certain objects, and it
is directed towards those objects. Now for Hume the
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lr,tr r',,r y rrrt,rrning involves a relation to the human species.
',rr l,rr ll rr.,,(,nll)les Spinoza's view. (z) It is a psychological
lltr','| 1,,'.ttttc it defineS "gOOd" and "bad" by referenCe
l, r lr l,nrr kirrrls oI mental state, viz., certain kinds of
r trrrrllln lrr tlris it difiers from Spinoza's view. " Good "
rlrl " lr,rrl", lirr him, were definable in terms of specific
lu$,u,r ,rrrrl lr<:tivities. No reference to emotion entered
lrrl,, ll'.' ,lt/irtilioru, though he held that the feelings of
1rlr,r',rr,' ,rrrrl llrrin are trustworthy signs of the presence of
pr,,,rl ,rrrrl r.vrl rcspcctively. (3) Though Hume's theory is
l lrrll,rr,rl ;rrrtl psychological, in the senses explained, it is
;s,l .,ulr1r,r lrvr: in the sense that it leaves no room for
ril|,ilrrr,il] rrrrtl rcfutation in ethical matters. It would be
r,r ll ll ,r',,,r'rlr,rl tlrlrt " x is good " means " I here and now
Ir,rr', ,rn r.rrroliotr of approval towards x ". Suchstatements,
ll l,rl,r, r,uLl lurxlly be reluted; and all argument about
tll rrr rr.rrLl lrr. rrnprofitable. But Hume's theory is that
'r t'r p1,r,rl " nrclrns that the contemplation of x will call
l,,rllr ,rrr , rrrlliorr <l[ approval in a1l or most men on all or
lr,,,rl ,,,r',rlti;. Such statements as this can be argued
rrlrrrrl ,lrrl ,,rr1r1rorlr:d or refuted by observation and collection
r,l ,l,rtr,trr,, Orr Ilume's theory a man might quite well
lr'rl,r' llr,. prrll'rrrr.rrt lhat x is good, though the contemplation
,,1 t , r,,rlr.rl tn lrirn at the time no emotion at all or an
..nt,,tr,,rr ol rlir,;rpproval. For he might acknowledge that
I
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x

evokes in most men at most times when they contemplate
it an emotion of approval. I think that it is even possible
on Hume's theory for a man f,rst to judge that x is good,
and then,' in consequence of this judgment, to begin to feel

approval of x. For most of us like to feel the same kind of
emotions in given circurnstances as others feel, especially if
we respect or admire the others. And so the mere fact
that I believe that most people have a feeling of approvai
in contemplating x may cause me to feel an emotion of
approval in contemplating x which I should not otherwise
have felt. (4) I have laboured these points because it is
irnportant to see at the outset that such a theory as Hume's
does not inevitably lead to such extreme paradoxes that we
can reject it out of hand. But we must not underrate the
extent to which Hume's theory conflicts with ordinary
views. The common view, though it is never very articulately
expressed, is presumably somewhat as follows. Certain
things would be good and others would be bad whether
the contemplation of them did or did not cali forth emotions
of approval or disapproval in atl or most men. The good
things call forth emotions of approval in aII or most men
because they are good and because men are so constituted
as to feel this kind of emotion towards what they believe to
be good. And the same is true, mutatis mutand'is, of bad
things. On Hume's view if men did not feel these emotions
nothing would De good or bad ; and it is only in the rather
exceptional case which I mentioned above that the judgment that x is good mlght precede and produce in a certain
man an emotion of approval towards x.
Hume now passes to the second part of ethical theory,
viz., tho question: What kinds of thing are good, and
what kinds are bad ? This reduces for him to the question:
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rrny characteristic comrnon and peculiar to the
llrirrlirr lowirr<ls which all or most men feel an emotir:n of
rrpl)r(,virl, bcside the fact that they are the objects of this
lrrrol iorr ? Hume holds that such a question can be settled
,nly lry ordinary observation followed by an empirical
;,i.rr.rrlisirtion. The result of his observation is that actions,
rprirlitics, and characters which are generally approved by
rrrrrr irll fall into two classes, viz. i (r) those which are
lrrrrrrrrlirrtr:ly pleasant either to their possessor or to other
rrrr.rr ; rrrr<l (e) those which are useful, i.e., vltimately and
rurlrrr.r:lly productive of pleasure, either to their possessoror
lu ollrr,r rnen. Of course these classes are not mutually
..r, lrrsivt:. A benevolent act may be directly pleasant to
llrr.irl;t'rrt :tnd to spectators whilst it is useful to the Person
ftrr wlrosc benefit it is done. And an industrious character
ln rr,{cfrrl both to its possessor and to society. Hume also
lrrrrlr lhrrt the converse proposition holds; i.4., everything
llr,rl lrtlls into one of these classes calls forth an emotion
,rl ;rlrproval in all or most men who contemplate it. He
rrow 11r,ru:ralises these observations by problematic induction,
nrrrl rr';rclu:s the conclusion that all, t}nngs which are either
,lrr.r'l ly plcasant or indirectly,conducive to pleasure, whether
trr llrr.ir' owncrs or in other men, evoke the emotion of approval
Irr irll rrr rnost men; and that only such things do so.
t will now make some comments on this doctrine. (r) In
llr. lrr:rt lrltce there are two slight ambiguities to be noticed
rrrrrl rr.rDovcd. The first concerns the distinction between
wlr,rl i'i irnrnediately pleasant and what is useful. There is
,ur ,rrnlrigrrity in the word " pieasant ", which may be
l,l,,rr1ilrl orrt in the following way. We should commonly
,1,11, lr,llr tlutt chocolate is pleasant and that the experience
.l t,r'.lrrr11 <:ltocolate is pleasant. But we should not call

lr llrlr('
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chocolate itself " a pleasure ", whilst we should call the
experience of tasting it " a pleasure ". A pleasure is always
a mental event, such as a feeling; or a whole of which a
mental event is an essential constituent, though something
non-menta-l may be contained as object, such as hearing a
tune, tasting chocolate, etc. Now the word " pleasant "
has a different meaning when applied to an experience and
to a non-experience ; and the former meaning is the fundamental one. In the first sense it denotes a non-causal,
characteristic ; in the second it denotes a causal, characteristic,
i.e., a more or less permanent tendency to produce, in
co-operation with other factors, a result of a certain kind.
Thus to say that a certain tune is pleasant means that it
is such that the experience of hearing it will at most times
and in most men be pleasant in the non-causal sense, i.e.,
will be a pleasure. It must be noted that the same thing
may be cognised in several different ways; e.g., we can see
a bit of chocolate instead oI tasting it, we can feel a picture
instead of seeing it, and so on. Now it will often happen
that some of these different modes of cognising a given
object are pleasant experiences whilst the others are neutral.
But I think that we call an object pieasant if there be any
rvay of cognising it,which is a pleasant experience to most
men at most times. . , o
I can now define the statement that x is " immediately
pleasant ". It means that x is either (a) a pleasant experience,
or (b) is such that there is at least one mode of cognising it
which is for most men and at most times a pleasant experience.
We can now deal with the statement that x is " useful".
A thing is useful without being pleasant when it is not
itself a pleasure, and when no mode of cognising it is a
pleasure, but when it is a cause-factor in the production of
o
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is of course quite possible that one and the

rt' t:vcnt should be non-causally pieasant, causally pleasant,

llscful. Most pleasant experierrces are causally pleasant
loo, since the introspective contemplation of one's own

rur(l

1rh'rtsrrrcs is itself as a rule a pleasure. And no doubt they
rrlso often cause-factors tending to produce other pleasant

,rrl

lr;rr.r'it:nccs in the future, and are thus useful.
'llrt: sccond ambiguity is this. Ought we not to substitute
" lrclir:vcd to be " for " are " in Hume's generalisation ?
(

not to say that the emotion of approval is called
lrrrllr lry all those things and only those thiqgs which arc
l','ltrutd l-ry the observer to be immediately pteasant or
rr',r'lrrl ? l)rcsumably things would call forth this emotion if
llrly wr,rt: bclieved to have the property, even though they
rltrl rrot irr fact have it; and presumably they would not
r,rll lorllr tlrc emotion if they were believed not to have the
lrr,,lr'rly, cvcn though they in fact had it. Orr*he other
lr,rrrrl, llrt: tcrm " belief " must be taken rather widely if we
rul n(,1 to fall into an opposite error. It must be taken to
Itrr lrrrlr, wlrrt I should call " quasi-belief " ; i.e.,;ases in
nlrrr lr wr. rrrr: rlot explicitly believing or disbelieving so)rr1;lrt wc

rrrrrl ,,o, lrrrl rrrt: acting as

if

we believed

it, and, if

challenged,

rr'r,rtIl lrlrlir:itly believe it. I do not think that Hume
rr',ull lurvr: olrjccted to either of these modifications in his
rI,, lnnr.; anrl I shail henceforth assume that they have
lrr r tr lllit(l(..
t.') llly scr:ond comment is this. If "Hedonism" be
,1, lrr.rl .r,, tlrr. thcory that there is a universal and reciprocal
r,'mrr'\rolr lx'tw('cn goodness and pleasantness, then Hume
r ' ,r lr.rlrrrrrit . lior he has asserted that everything that is
1ql,rl, 111 lri:. scrrsc, is pleasant or conducive to pleasurie;
rrtrrl llr,rl r.r't,rything which is pleasant or conducive to
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pleasure is,

in his

sense,

good. But there are three funda-

mentally different possible types of hedonism, and Hume's
perhaps the least usual kind. We may first divide
hedonistic theories into Anal,ytic and Synthetic Hedonisrn.
Analytic hedonism asserts that to be " good " means to be
" pleasant or conducive to pleasure ". This is plainly not

is

Hume's view. He is then a synthetic hedonist. But
synthetic hedonism may take two forms, a priori and
tmpirical. The a priori synthetic hedonist, whilst denying
that " good " means " pleasant or conducive to pleasure ",
holds that he can see a necessary and reciprocal connexion
between the two characteristics, such as we can see between
the two characteristics oi being equilateral and being equiangular in the case of a triangle. Anything that was good
would necessarily De pleasant or conducive to pleasure, and
conversely. This is the view of such a hedonist as Sidgwick ;
but it is plainly not Hume's view. The connexion for him
is contingent, and the evidence for it is observation and
empirical generalisation thereof. He is thus an empirical
hedonist. It is logically possible that all or most men should
have been so constituted as to feel approval when they
contemplatpd what is painful or conducive to pain in human
beings. If so, character and conduct of this kind would
have been good. Or, again, men might have been so constituted that they simply did not have the emotions of
approval or disapproval at all. If so, nothing would have
been

It

"rther

good or bad.

is then, according to Hume, an empirical and contingent fact that men are so constituted as to feel approval
and disapproval, and that they are so constituted that their
approvals and disapprovals take the particular direction
which he has found that they do take. I propose to call
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lho trurult: disposition to feel emotions of approval and
rllrrrlrlrrrrvirl from time to time the Moral, Sentiment. In
ltrl't lo rtr:count for the particular direction which these
lnrolrons takc in human beings Hume holds that it is
rlrr.\srrty t<l postulate the existence in them of. another
rlrrlirrrcrrt, which he calls that of Beneuolence ot Hwmanity,
Mlrr rur: so constituted that every man tends to feel pleased
wlrr.rr lrt: r:ontcmplates the happiness of any human being
rurl l(.n(ls to {eel displeased when he thinks of any human
l,r'rrr11 rrs urrlutppy. There are four points to notice about
llrt,r trrroliorxrl disposition. (i) It is common to all, or nearly
rrll, rrrlrr, likc the sexual instinct. (ii) It is excited by the
lrlrr r'lrtiorr or the thoughl of. any human being, as such, in
rr rrlrrlr. o[ happiness or misery. It thus difiers, e.g', from
rr,ll krvr.or patriotic sentiment. These are no doubt common
lu rrrrsl rrrt:rr; but the object which evokes thErrris a certain
rllrlll 0t rr t:t:rtain restricted class of men, not any man as
nu,lr (iii) 'l'he sentiment of humanity determines the
I'rulr('ulirt tlirection which the emotions of approval and
rlrr,,rgrlrrrrvirl tirke in human beings. It is because the happirlr,nq ol rrrcrr is, as such, pleasing to most men that most
lrr,rr llr'l irlrlrroval for qualities which they believe to be
plr,,u,rrrrl or ccltrducive to human happiness. And it is
lr.r,rurr. llrc urrhappiness of men is, as such, displeasing to
ls1rnl rrrcrr that most men feel disapproval for qualities
wlrh lr llrcy Lrclieve to be unpleasant or conducive to human
rrrln,ry. (iv) 1'he emotion of approval is itselI pleasant and
llrrrl ol rlrsrrpproval is unpleasant.
(ll rorrrsr: llume admits that the sentiment of humanity
lr rrllr,rr rrrlribited and overpowered in particular cases. The
r;r,rlnl rrlrrlions in which I stand at a certain moment to
r r lr lulrr otlu'r rrralt or group of men may completely inhibit
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the expression of the sentiment of humanity, which
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is
concerned with them simply as human heings. This obviously
happens in the case of jealousy, in war, and so on. Hume

also admits that humane emotion may be felt without
leading to humane action. AII that he asserts is that, in
the absence of special causes which excite conflicting sentiments, nearly all men do feel pleased at the thought of a fellowman in a state of happiness and pained at the thought of a
fellow-man in a state of misery. And this seems to be true.
Granted that there is this sentiment of humanity, does
it explain the particular direction which the emotions of
approval and disapproval take in men ? I cannot see that
it does. Either the sentiment of humanity is the same as
the moral sentiment, or it is not. If it is, then the explanation
is merely verbal. This one sentiment is called " the moral
sentiment " because it expresses itself in emotions oI approval
and disapproval, and it is called " the,sentiment of humanity "
because of the particular direction which these emotions take
in men. And, in any case, this identification does not seem to
be plausible. To feel moral approval is not the same as to
feel sympathetic pleasure, and to feel moral disapproval is
not the same as to feel sympathetic pain. Let us then take
the other alterhative, viz., that there are two different sentiments. If we confine our attention to the positive terms
in our pairs of opposites we have now three distinct factors,
viz., moral approval, sympathetic pleasure, and something
believed to be pleasant or useful to man. The fact to be
explained is that the first is directed to the third. The
fact alleged as an explanation'is that the second exists and
is directed to the third. But this explains nothing unless
it be assumed that the clirection of the first must always
be determined by that of the second. And this, whether
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Irrrr.or fl.lsc, is just as ultimate, and as much or as little
ln rrr.r'rl o[ cxplanation, as the original fact which we set
nrrl lo c.xplain. I cannot help thinking that there is here
rr lirllrrt trace of egoistic psychological hedonism in Hume's
llrr.r,ry. I suspect that he is tacitly assuming that the fact
llrrrl I rlircct a certain emotion on to the supposed pleasure
.,r l)rin of another is intelligible if and only if it be mediated
ftr:ling of pleasure or pain in mysel,f.
llrunr: has now to defend his theory on three fronts.
(r ) Alltinst those who would question his identification of
rvlr;rl is gcnerally approved with what is believed to be
lrL',r,,;rrrt or conducive to human happiness. (z) Against
r,l'ol:ils, lil<c Hobbes and Spinoza, who would object to his
1rn.,| rrl:rling an innate sentiment of Humanity or Benevolence,
,urrl w()rrl(l claim to beable to explain all the fact\n purely
r,1,,r.rlic principles. (3) Against those moralists, whom we
rr,r\, r()lrghly classify as " Rationalists," who would altop,r.tlrr.r rr,jr.r:t his analysis of ethical characteristics,,and his
vr.u' llr;rl wc can and must determine what kindstof thing
,r r r. l:r r( x I lry ordinary observation and empirical generalisation.
\l',' will now consider these three points in turn.
lr1, rr

(r) llrrrnc sees that the most plausible objection to his
trL,rrlrlrr';rlion of what is generaUy approved with what is
I'r,lt, r'r,rl lo llc pleasant or conducive" to human happiness
,ur,,r,, ()r,(.r' lcgal justice. A particular act of justice may be
r r I r,.rrrr.ly rrnpleasant to the agent, who may have to deprive
Irt,, lrrr.rrrl of something which the latter values. It may be
r rlrr rrrr,ly rrrrpleasant to the person on whom it is exercised.

rl rnrry bc detrimental to the general happiness. All
,r
tlr ,r,rrrlilions might be realised in carrying out the
An,l

,

l.r,'\r,r,,il,,

lll ir will which was correct in point of law. Yet
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we should certainly approve of those concerned if they
acted in accordance with the law, and disapprove of them
if they did not. Hume's general solution of the difficulty
is as follows. If we confined our attention to this particular
act and its immediate consequences we should disapprove of
it, But, as rational beings, we cannot confine our attention
to this very restricted object. We shall inevitably tend to
think of its remoter consequences, of the consequences of
acts like this becoming prevalent, and so on; and our reaction to this total object may be opposite to that which we
should make to the more restricted object which is a part of it.
The application of this general principle to the special
case of legal justice is as follows. The happiness of mankind
is enormously increased on the whole by there being a set
of acknowledged and rigidty enforced rules about the ownership, exchange, and bequest bf property. Whatever set of
rules be established there will be certain cases in which
ttre enforcement of a rule will lead to worse results than a
breach of the rule, if that breach could be taken in isolation.
But a breach of an established rule never can in fact be taken
in isolation. The whole utility of having rules depends on
the fact that they are known to be invariable; and, if you
begin to make exceptions in hard cases, this utility will
very soon vanish. Any set of ruIes about property, however
arbitrary, so long as it is generally understood and rigidly
enforced, ensures greater happiness than no rules at all or
rules which cannot be relied upon.
H_ume supports this doctrine of th'e purely utilitarian
sanction for legal justice by the following considerations.
i't is easy, he says, to conceive of circumstances under
which rules of property would be useless; and we see, on
reflection, that in such circumstances all obligation to keep
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llro rrrlr.r worrld ccase. Three such cases can be imagined.
(t) Wlnro thcre is an unlimited supply of goods available
Io nvr,ry ono, as there is of air under ordinary conditions;
rt wlrrrc lrcnevolence was unlimited in extenAion and
Irrlr,rprily. (ii) Where there is such an extreme shortage of
;lrrrrl'r llrrrt, if they were equally divided, no one would
ltrtvr! r,iloul.lh to be of any use to him. An example would
lx' l xlrilr wrccked crew with one biscuit. (iii) Where it is
rrtlrrnr llrtt others will disobey the rules, and there is no
rrrrllror ity to enforce them. An example would be if one
wlrr rr nrcrul.lcr of an army which had got out of hand and
wrrr rr.lrr,rtling in disorder. The actual position in ordinary
llh, rlillr.rs from all these extreme cases. There is a limited
rrrl'grly o[ goo<ls, which is enough for all if pr\erly disllllrrrlr,rl, tnd which can be increased or diminished by
Irrrrrrrrrr rrr:lion. And men are neither perfectiy benevolent
Irr,r corrrplctcly selfish. Under these conditions the efrstence
rurrl r,rrlon:ctnt:nt of a set of rules about property id of the
rrltru,,,t rrtility. A breach of these rules is then in general
rr rlrrrlrh. injury. It is aiways a public injury, as tending
lo u1r,u.l conficlence in a system whose.rvhole utility depends
lrr llrr,r'onli<lcnce which is felt in it. And in most cases
ll I'r ,r pr ivirtc injury, in so far as it disappoints some man's
h,lirtrrrrrrlr: cxpcctation of continuing to hold such property
rrh t,, l,uiuir.ntt:cd to him by the rules of his society.
llrrrrrr. irrgues that the only alternative to his theory is
llr,rl llrr,rr, is a natural instinct about property. This he
rllrrrr',r orr tlrr: ground of the extreme diversity of the rules
rllrnrrl 1rro1r:r'ty and the extreme complexity of the notions
r,l ,wnr.r:,lriP, inheritance, contract, etc. No single instinct
$,lll rrr r orrrrl for these facts. But the principle of utility
rrr r ounl:i lxrl.h {or the diversities of the rules about property
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in different times and places, and for what we find common
to all of them. On the one hand, men at different times
and places are in very diflerent situations, and so rules
about property which are useful in one state of society may
be hurtful in another. And, on the other hand, the fundamental needs of men are always the same, and the general
conditions imposed by Nature on their fulfilment are fairly
constant. This contention, I think, may show that no
instinct would be sufi,cienl to account for the rules about
property, and that real or fancied utility must play an
important part. But it does not show that such an instinct
may not be necessary to account for the facts. The rules
about marriage are as odd as, and even more complicated
than, those about property; and Hume's argument, if
valid about property, ought to show that the rules of
marriage have nothing to do with the sexual instinct.
Justice, Hume says, is a virtue natural to man, in the
sense that our approval of justice is the inevitable reaction
of a being who is both rational enough to consider the
remote consequences of acts and benevolent enough to
approve of human happiness. And rationality and benevolence are part of the nature of man, in the sense that
they are part of his innate constitution. Again, justice is
certainly not conventional, if this means that it presupposes
an original deiiberate contract made among men when they
founded societies. For an essential part of justice is the
keeping of contracts, and so it is circular to deduce justice
from an original contract. It is conventional or artificial
only in the sense that there is no need to postulate a special
instinct for setting up rules about ownership or a special
sentiment which makes us feel disapproval at breaches of
such rules. The obvious utility of having rules of some

hlrll rrlrorrl owncrship, and of rigidly enforcing them, fully
,'rl,l rrn,' wlry rncn have established them and why they feel
lltrrnll rltsrrlrlrtoval at breaches of them. But in the details
ll llrr, rrrft,s rrt any given time and place there is much that
lrr r nnlr,rrliorurl, traditional, and fanciful.
lllrrrr,'s theory of Justice thus resembles Spinoza's,
lrr r.;rl tlr;rt it is not purely egoistic, and that it is more
lrrlll, rvoll<crl out. Is it adequate ? In the first place, it
rrlllrlrr.,i ;rl lrcst only to a small part of justice. It ptofesses
ll ,rrr'ounl for our approval of the rigid enforcement of an
,!\rltlulll sr:t. of rules and for our disapproval of breaches of
ll l'l;rirrl.y this is not the whole of the matter. We say
llr,rl orrl sct of rules is, on the whole, " rnore just
\than
rurullr(.r'. And we may propose to alter some of the exibting
urlr", orr tlrc ground that they are " unjust ". Now the
r;rrr',rl iorr whcther one set of mles is juster than another
nlr.nr,, lo lrc <1uite different from the question rvhethellhe
l,,rnlr rrurltcs on,the whole for greater human happiness
llr,rrr llrc lttter. It seems quite conceivable that one set
ll rrrL.s lirr clistributing property might be far less just than
,urollr(.r, :rrr<l yct that the first might stimulate production
nr' nnr('lr rrrorc than the second that a community would be
lr'r;,1rrr,r if govcrned by the first. And I believe that people
$lr, rl'r'rr, flLt:crl with the alternative of introducing one set
r'r lir. ollrr:r', or oI changing from one to the other, would
lrr ,rl,rll lrctwccn them. For we approve both of justice
,rrr,l ul lrrrrrxur happiness, and when the two conflict our
lr r 11111", ,rrl Ittixed,
lrr llrr:i t:onnexion I must add that I question Hurne's
rl.,, 111111. llr;rl where the utility of justice vanishes our
,rl'l'r"\',rl ,r[ il vanishes too. The truth seerns to me to be
,,,,,,,:. ,r., lolkrws. Where justice and utiiity conflict, as
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they may, our feelings are mixed because we approve of
both. And cases may arise in which the sacrifce of justice
produces so much human happiness or obviates so much
human misery that our total reaction is predominantly one
o{ approval. But, where justice has neither utility nor
disutility, as in the case of the ship-wrecked sailors with a
single biscuit which is not enough to keep even one of them
alive, I think it is plain that we should approve of a just
distribution of the biscuit and disapprove of a bestial
scramble for it. We should all hope that, if we had to
starve along with others, we should have the grace to starve
decently and in order, and that they would do likewise.
Again, although I heartily agree with all that Hume
says about the extreme utility of having rules of some
kind about property and strictly enforcing them even in
" hard cases ", I am very doubtful whether this fact suffices
to explain the original establishment of such rules or the
strong feeling of disapproval which we now experience
when we contemplate a breach of them. As regards the
original establishment of rules about property, it is hard to
believe that rather remote and abstract considerations about
the happiness of the community as a whole and in the long
run would have occurred to the minds of primitive people,
or would have had much influence on their conduct unless
they had been reinforced by other beliefs an<i emotions of
a less refined kind. As regards our present obedience to
such rules in cases where we might profit and escape punishment if we broke them, it seems to me that, if the question
of utility comes in at all, it is reinforced by a consideration
of justice in the sense which Hume's theory ignores. When
I am tempted to do such an act, the question that arises
in my mind and sometimes prevents me is this: " Is it
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lrn thtl

yorr should enjov the advantages which you do,
tlrr,'11;lr rll ll('l' rncn keeping the rules when they would
1rr,l1l lr1, lrrr,rrliing them, whilst you take the liberty to break
llr rrr rvlrr.rr it is to your private advantage to do so ? "
l\l y lnrrclrrsion then is that Hume's theory of
Justice,
ll1.n1,lr tl contirins much that is true and important, is
Irr,rrlr,rpr,rlr, ln particular he has failed to answer the
llr1,,r lt('l llt'rt our approvais and disapprovals are in part
rL lrrrnirrr,rl lry other considerations beside the supposed
trrrrrr,'rli,rtr. Plt:lrsantness or unpleasantness, utility or disltrlrtl', .[ llrr: object which we are contemplating. Not
,,rrl1, llrr tolltl amount of happiness to be distributed, but
,r1,, llrr.w:ry in which it is distributed, stirs our en\qtions
r,l ,rlrl)rr)virl rrnd disapproval. And, although the latter
Irr,r1, lr;rvr.:L 1>rofound influence on the forrner, that is not
llrr ,rrly or thc main reason rvhy it arouses the fioral
r,r

llllill(.il1.

,) \\',. ('irr) now pass to Hume's defence of his doctrine
,rt,,un,,l- p:,y,r:lrological Egoists, like Spinoza and Hobbes.
llr, , l,r,,,,rr rrl lcfrrtation of psychological egoism is contained
Irr tlr. rl,l lis o[ l]ishop Butler, and Hume does not add much
Irr 1l ltrrl il will be worth while to give a brief account of
lrr , ,rr11rrrrr.rrls, since later writers of great pretensions, such
,r: ( 0t', u iul(l llradley, have been psychological egoists,
111,,rr1,lr lr,l lrsychological hedonists, in spite of Butler and
(

lttl.tl trttts.
\\, rrr,ry rlivi<lc Hume's contentions into two groups :
(lt l',,.1111,,. r'vitkrnce in favour of his theory, and (ii) a
r lr,rll' rrl,r lo lris opponents. (i) The positive evidence is as
lrrll,rrr (,r) lt is certain that we feel approval and disrr;,1,r,1111 ,,1 irclions and sentiments which we know cannot
lrl,,

t

r
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affect our happiness at all I e.E.,the actions of historical
persons in the remote past or of fictitious characters in
novels or plays. Again, we may approve of the virtues of
enemies, although we know that these very virtues make
them more dangerous to ourselves. (Hume lived before the
gutter-press had shown us a better way.) Now this must
be due either to a direct approval of certain types of
character and action, as such; or to a direct approval of
human happiness in general, combined with the belief that
these types of character and action tend to produce it,
even though they affect our own happiness adversely, if at
all. Either alternative is inconsistent with psychological
egoism. Nor can the facts be explained by saying that
we imagine ourselves to be contemporary with the historical
characters, or that we imagine the fictitious characters to
be real and capable of afiecting our happiness. Mere
imagination can, no doubt, produce emotion; but it will
not continue to do so when we know all the time that it is
mere imagjnation, and that the facts are otherwise. (b) It is
quite certain that we feel approval of qualities which are
agreeable or useful to their possessor, even when they are
not useful to anyone else. E.g., we approve of a good
taste in literature or painting even in a poor man who
cannot be a patron of the arts. How can this be explained
on egoistic principles ?
(ii) The challenge is as follows. On the face of it there
is such a sentiment as disinterested benevolence, and the
egoist must account for this appearance. He may try to do
this in two ways. (a) He may suggest that the appearance
is due to d,eliberate fraud. This alternative Hume rejects as
plar,rly superficial. We might perhaps add that, if every
one knows perfectly well that there is no such thing as
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rllqlllr,rr,,il('(l
anyone's
wlrlL, lrr prclt'rtrl to be benevolent. So we pass to the second
rrlllrrr.rtrvr,, which Hume calls "the more philosophical
r,lr!rv (/r) 'l'lris view is that we unwittingly deceive ourselves
lrt, ,,,rnr(, trir:k <-rf the imagination, some association of ideas,
,r .,onr(. lrit of rnistaken reasoning, when we think that we
rrrl lr.r,lnrg rrrr interest in anything but our own happiness.
I lrr llrr,r llrr:ory Hume makes the following comments.
(,r) l,.vcrr if it were true, the common distinction between
or,llr,,lr rrrt.rr ;rncl actions, on the one hand, and unselfish
lr,lr rrrrrl ;rr:lions, on the other, would correspond to a fact.
l,rrrrrlr,rl llurt in all cases self-interest were the only motive,
n'r.nru.il still adrnit that in some men a certain association
rrl trlr,,ri or lrick of the imagination or mistaken reasoning
r rul,.r,., llrr,nr to do actions which benefit others rather than
tlrr,rrr,,r.lvr,s. Such men and such
would be called
"dior.
" rrrr,,r,llr:rlr ", rurtl it would be a fact
tilat we approve men
wlrl lr,rlrilrurlly deceive themselves in this way, and disrrlrlrr(r\'r' llrost: wlto do not.
(/l) llrr, :rfftrction of animals for each other and for their
ltrr..lr,r,,, llrr,krvr: of parents for their children and of men
l,,r llrr,rr ltrr,rrtls, are instances of emotions which clearly
r,rrrrt lr, r't:rltrccd to disguised self-interest. There are
trl'. r,rrurrr,rrts to bc made on this. In the first place,
;ir,rrrtlrl llr;rt llrcsc cmotions cannot be reduced to self-love,
llrr 1' ,rr,' ;rlso <:rrrlainly not instances of general benevolence
,t lrrrrrr,rrlly, irr llume's sense. They are instances of what

llrrlL'r ,'irlls " lxrrticular propensities". They might be
rrrllrtllr.rl lo r,xist, and to be irreducible to self-love, by a
lr'ur \r'lr)'rh,rrit'rl thc cxistence of a sentiment of general
f,r.lr'\',,1'rrrr'. Strr:rlndly, the case of animals and young
r

lrll,lt,'tt rvorrkl rrt,rrrost prove that apparently disinterested
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affection cannot be explained by self-interest and mistaken
reasoning. It does not prove that self-interest and certain
non-rational causes, such as association, mlght not be
adequate to explain the faqts.
(y) H" quotes with approval Butler's contention that
the possibility of gratifying self-Iove presupposes the existence
of desires for other objects beside one's own happiness.
8.g., a revengeful man gratifies his self-love by gaining the
pleasures of revenge. But revenge would give him no
pleasure if he did not already want to injure his enemy.
And this is not a desire for his own happiness, but a desire
for another's misery. Hume's argument here appears to be
this: " You must admit that we do directly desire some
other things beside our own happiness, e.g., t}rre misery of
our enemies. If so, why should you deny that we may
directly desire the happiness of mankind in general ? "
This is a valid argumentum ad hominem against the psychological egoist. It does not of course prove that we do in
fact directly desire the happiness of mankind in general;
but it does refute the only argument produced by egoists
to show that we do not. For their only argument against
the existence of general benevolence is that we cannot
directly desire anything but our own happiness; and the
example of revenge shows that this general principle is
{alse.

(d) Hume's last argument is characteristically ingenious
and plausible, but I believe it to be fallacious. It is this.
Not only Zas egoism failed in the past to explain the facts
which appear to refute it ; we can be confident that it will
be no r4ore successful in the future. In physics very familiar
phenomeni.are often found to be due to very complex and
previously unsuspected causes. But in psychology " the
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that can be

assigned for
ruly l)ll(rnomenon is probably the true one ". Strong feelings
r rilillol lx: accounted for by elaborate trains of reasoning.
I rrrrry fccl very strongly about the death of someone who
r orrkl not possibly have done me any services if he had lived.
rlrrrph,sl. and most obvious cause

lx,lf sophistication might account for my overlooking the
l)r r,\(.u(:e of self-interest when it is mixed with other motives,
lrrrl il cannot manufacture strong feelings out of self-interest
wlrr.n:, as in the present case, this motive plainly does not
rorrul irrto operation.
I lhink that there is a tacit assumption and a confusion
irr llris argument of Hume's. The tacit assumption is that
nll frurrlamental emotional and conative dispositions which
it rlirn owns must be open to introspection by him simply
lrr,r'rrusc they are his. If this were true there could of course
lx, rro clucstion of a mental occurrence bein$ d11e to some
Irrrrrlirrrrcntal tendency which we have never yet recognised.
llrrl t scc no reason to accept the premise. There might be
rhrzr,ns of fundamental tendencies in ourselves which we
orrrrrot dctect by introspection, just as there is minute
nlrrrr:trrrt-.

in matter which we cannot detect by

sense-

pr.r'r:r.plion. And what cannot be introspected may cause
rvtr;tt r:rLn be introspected, just as what cannot be perceived
lry tlrt: scnses may cause what can be so perceived.
'l'lrt: ambiguity is this. When it is said that strong
h.r,lirrgs can never be accounted for by subtle reasonings,
llris rniry mean one of two things. It may mean that a
trlrrrnA fccling in A can never be wholly due to a subtle
lrrr((,:is of reasoning in A's mind. This is no doubt true.
Arrrl, irr any case, strong feelings which are apparently not
r',,,r',1it: rrrc certainly felt by people who are quite incapable
,l 'irrlrtlc reasoning, whether valid or invaiid. But it might
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mean that B's theory about the causation of A's strong
feeling cannot be true if it involves subtle reasoning on B's
part. Now I see no reason tb accept this. It is obviously
possible that the causes of A's strong feeling may be very
complex and obscure. In that case any correct theory
about the causation of A's strong feeling will necessarily
involve subtle reasoning on B's part. The upshot of the
matter is this. Any egoistic theory which assumes that
apparently non-egoistic emotions are caused, Dy a subtle
process of reasoning in the mind of ttre experienl are certainly
false. But we cannot reject ofi-hand an egoistic theory
merely because it asserts that apparently non-egoistic
emotions are due to very complex non-yational, causes which
need for their detection and analysis very subtle reasoning
on the part of the psychologist.
My general conclusion on this whole topic is that psychological egoism is certainl',, false, and that Butler and Hume
between them have.refuted it and ali the arguments which
have been alleged in its favour. But to refute psychological
egoism is not the same as to prove that there is a sentiment
of general benevolence or humanity. I think it very likely
that there is such a sentiment; but I doubt whether Hume
has proved that there is.
(S) We come now to what is, from the standpoint of
ethics, the most fundamental question of all, viz., " Is
Hume's analysis of ethical characteristics correct, and is he
right in holding that all general rules about what kinds of
thing are good or bad can and must be established by
observation and'empirical generalisation ? " Hume discusses
this question in the form: " What are the respective

functions

of

Reason and Feeling

in
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ethical matters ? ,,
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lJrrfortunately he never expiicitly says what he means by
Now " Reason " is a highly ambiguous word,
rrrrrl I suspect that Hume uses it in this discussion in an
urrrlrrly narrow sense. It will make for clearness if I state
wlrrrt I understand bv " Reason " before I begin to deal
willr Ilume's arguments. I ascribe three cognitive functions
lo ltcason: (i) The intuiting of necessary and universal
lo1111s1le15 between characteristics, when conjunctions of
llrr,st: characteristics are presented to the mind's attention.
1,.' 1i., it is an act of Reason, in this sense, when we see by
irrslrcction that any triangle which is equilateral must be
rrrlrriiLngular, and conversely. In this way we derive o,g.-q,
krrowledge of axioms. (ii) The drawing of inferences,
rk.rrronstrative or problematical, from premises. This activity
is, no doubt, closely connected with the former. For it
rk.1x'nds on seeing certain formal relations between prolxrsilions, and on recognising that such relations justify
irrflrt:nce in any instance in which they are present. (iii) The
folrrrirtion ot a priori concepts, This needs explanation.
ll ir1l1rcars to me that we have concepts of certain characlr.ristics which are neither manifested to us in sensation
ls rcdness is) nor synthesised out of characteristics so
rrriurifcsted (as the characteristic of. phanixhood, is). I
lrr.lit:vc the concept of Cau,se, and many others, to be of
llris rurture. I have no doubt that certain specific kinds of
xrnsiblc experience are necessary conditions for the formaIrorr of such concepts; but they are not, strictly speaking,
rlr.r'ivt:r[ from sensible experience, as the concepts of redness
uttl t>hunixhood arc. These are what I call " a Priori
r orrct:pts ". Some people would deny that there are any
'ru( lr ()or)cepts; and those who would admit thern might
rlrll(,r' vcry much about their natute and status. If there be

" l{r.rrson ".
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concepts, as I believe there are, I ascribe the
formation of them to Reason. ,The three cognitive functions
which I assign to Reason may be called respectively
" Intuitive Induction ", " Ratiocination ", and " Formation
of. A Priori Concepts". Now it is an essential principle or
prejudice with Hume to deny the possibility of a pri,ori
concepts ; so naturally he does not include the third function
under the head of Reason. But in his other works Hume
does admit Intuitive Induction; for this is involved in
what he calls " knowledge of the relations of ideas " and
contrasts with " knowledge of matters of fact ". Yet here,
it seems to me, he ignores this {unction of Reason altogether,
and tacitly reduces Reason to Ratiocination. We are now
in a position to consider his arguments.
Hume's general position is the following. The prima facie
case for the man who thinks that Reason plays an essential
part in ethical matters is that we certainly do dispute about
questions of right and wrong, and do try to persuade each
other on moral questions. Now we do not dispute about
mere feelings and emotions. The prima facie case for the
man who thinks that sentiment and emotion play an
essential part in ethical matters is that virtue and vice
certainly do move our feelings, and that moral approval
and disapproval are undoubtedly motives to action. Now
Reason cannot tell us that one quality must attract
and another must repel us. This must depend on innate
or acquired tastes. And the mere intellectual recognition
of the presence or absence of a certain quality or
rehtion neither moves our feelings nor affects our actions.
He concludes that Reason and Sentiment both play an
essential part, but that the parts are quite different. Reason
is needed to tell us that certain types of character or conduct

a priori
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lrrrrl lo produce happiness or misery in the agent or in other
nr(.n. When the situation is complex and the consequences
ru(, nlixed, Reason is needed to analyse the situation and to
r,rilirrurte the balance of happiness or misery which is likely to
r r.srrll. But this knowledge which Reason gives us would lead
rrr.illrcr to approval nor disapproval, action or abstention,
rrrrh'ss the thought of human happiness attracted us and the
llrorrght of human misery repelled us. Now this attraction
iur(l r'opulsion cannot be due to Reason, but must depend*.{
rln thc special emotional make-up of the human mind.
'l lrr. r:ssence of Hume's view then is that Reason is wholly
corrlined to matters of fact. It will help us to analyse a
rilrr:rtion, to choose means for a given end, and to infer
lrrrrlxrble consequences of various alternative courses of
rrction. But it has nothing whatever to do with our choice
ol r,nds as distinct from means. We desire things as ends
orrly because they move some emotion in us, and not
lrn rluse of any objective characteristic in them which
l(r,rrson can recognise.
It is evident that there are two different propositions
irrvolved in Hume's doctrine. The first is that Reason, even
il sornetimes necessary, is never suf&cient to account for
llrr. facts of moral emotion and moral action; and that
ir Sr:ntiment must be postulated in addition to explain
llrr.st:. The second is that Reason is concerned only with
rrurttcrs of fact. Now the first of these contentions may be,
rrrrrl, I believe, is true. But it is little more than a truism;
.rrrrl it has no tendency to support the second proposition.
Srrplxrse it were the case that there is a certain quality,
vrr,., 1;oodness or badness, and certain relations of rightness
or lilt.ingness, which are recognised by Reason and by it
rrkrnc. It is still logically possible that., a being who was
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rational in the cognitive sense, r.e., who recognised these
qualities and relations, should be entirely unmoved by the
thought of their presence or absence. And it is logically
possibie that a being who recognised these qualities and
relations and felt emotions of approval and disapproval
when he thought of their presence or absence should not
be moved to do what he approves or to avoid what he
disapproves. No doubt we should call such beings ,.moral
lunatics ", and say that they are " not completely rational ,,.
But the fact that they are conceivable, and. that they do
indeed exist, shows that even the most convinced Rationalist
about moral cognition must postulate certain emotional and
cbnative dispositions in addition to Reason in order to
account for moral feeli,ng and moral qction. Now some
Rationalists have written as if they thought that the mere
recognition of ethical characteristics by Reason suffi,ced. to
account for moral feeling and moral action. If any of them
really did think this, they were wrong; and Hume,s argu_
ment shows that they were. But this has not the faintest
tendency to prove that they were wrong in holding that
Reason is necessary for the recognition of ethicai characteristics and for the intuiting of necessary connexions between
them and other characteristics. Thus the second part of
Hume's contention, viz., that the only business of Reason
is with matters of fact, is quite unsupported by the excellent
reasons which he gave for the first. Is there any reason
to believe it ?
Hume never states very clearly the alternatives to his
own theory. I think it will be wise to do this before considering in detail his arguments for it and against its rivals.
Let us grant, for the sake of argument, that the judgment
" X is good " would never have been made in the
f,rst

insl,ance unless

the person who made
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it

had felt an emotion

o[ approval in contemplating X, though it may now orl
occasion be made by a person who is not feeling this emotion.

'l'his may be compared with the fact that the judgmentl
" X is red " would never have been made in the first
instance unless the person who made

it had had a sensation

of red on looking at X, though it may now on occasion be
made by a person who is not having such a sensation. Now
there are two different ways of analysing the latter fact.
'l'he first would be to say that " X is red " means simply
" Most men will have a sensation of red when they iook
at X." This may be called the " phenomenalist analysis ".
'l'he second would be to say that " X is red ",means " There
is a certain property in X which causes sensations of red
in most men who look at X." This may be called the
" causal ana\rsis ". Let us now apply this to the case of
goodness. The phenomenalist analysis would be that goodness is the characteristic of. being generally approved by
men. The causal analysis would be that goodness is the
property which causes a thing to Lre generally approved by
rnen. It is plain that Hume takes the phenomenalist view
about goodness. According to him the property which
(:rLuses a thing to be generally approved by men is not
goodness but supposed direct pleasantness or utility. But
Ire has produced no conclusive reason for preferring the
phenomenalist to the causal analysis.
We have now to consider another alternative. As before
wc will begin with a parallel from non-ethical topics. It is
gcncrally held that the judgment " X causes Y " would not
have been made in the frrst instance unless a number of
X-likc events had been observed. and they had all been
forurd to be followed by Y-like events. The phenomenalist-
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analysis of this fact is that " X causes Y " simply means
" X-like events will always be followed by Y-like events."
But another view is possible. It may be that there is a
peculiar relation between X and Y which cannot be manifested through the senses, but which is intuited by the
intellect when and only when a number of sequences of
{-liku and Y-like events have been presented to its attention
(hrough the senses. This of course makes the causal
relation an a priori concept, in the sense defined above.
I will therefore call this type of analysis the ,, a priori

".

Now the a priori concept analysis of the
ethical fact which we are granting to Hume would be as
follows. Emotions of approval and disapproval furnish the
necessary occasions on which.the intellect intuites certain
ethical relations, e.g., those of rightness and wrongness,
fittingness and unfittingness, which cannot be manifested
through the senses. We could not expect Hume to entertain
this suggestion, but it is nevertheless a perfectly possible one.
We are now in a position to consider Hume's arguments.
He has two arguments agalnst the Rationalist's position,
and three in support of his own. (i) Rationalists maintain
that actigns, intentions, or emotions are right or wrong
because of some relation of fittingness or unfittingness to
something else, which Reason recognises. Hume says that
this relation must either relate the action or emotion to the
situation in which it takes place, or it must be the logical
relation of falling under or conflicting with some general
moral rule. If the former is meant, he cha[enges the
Rationalist to point out exactly what this relation is. If
the latter is meant, he argues that the theory is circular.
For the general moral rule must have been reached by
induction from observed particular cases of right and wrong
concept analysis
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ections. Particular actions must therefore be recognised to
be right or wrong before any general moral rules could have
been formulated. Hume's challenge seems to me unfair.
Might not the relation in question be absolutely unique and
peculiar, and yet perfectly familiar ? If so, any attempt
to express it in other terms would necessarily be erroneous
or tautologous. On the other hand, his objection to the
second form of ethical Rationalism seems fairly conclusive.
(ii) Inanimate objects may have to each other exactly
the same kind of relations which would make us approve
or condemn human beings. Yet we do not make ethical
judgments about inanimate obiects. When a young tree
destroys the older tree which produced it, the two trees
stand in precisely the same relations in which Nero and his
mother stood when he murdered her after she had gained
him the empire. Yet we blame Nero, and do not blame
the young tree, for ingratitrlde. I do not think that a
Rationalist need spend many sleepless nights over this
objection. Nero and his mother had minds, whilst we
believe that the trees had not.' fn yirtue of this difference
Nero and his mother stood in mental relations in which the
trees could not have stood. And rve condemn Nero in
respect of his emotions and intentions towards a person who
had had certain emotions and intentions towards him.
We come now to Hume's three arguments for his own
view. (i) In geometrical reasoning we first observe certain

relations between points, lines, etc., and then proceed to
deduce other relations which were not before obvious to us.
But, when we reflect on a situation in order to pass a moral
judgment, all, the relations must be known beforewe can pass
the judgment. Thus Reason must have completed its task
before moral judgment can begin, and its task is simply to
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ascertain the exact facts of the case. All that then remains
is for the situation which Reason has analysed to call forth

llrr. rr.r:ognition of its form calls forth an emotion of admiraliorr irr l lrt:m. Similarty a murder would not be wrong unless
llrr,r'r' wcrc observers so constituted that this kind of relation
lrr.lrvr,r,n mcn calls forth an emotion of disapproval. This
rrrffililrrrnt rlocs not, I think, appreciably strengthen Hume's
lxrsiliorr. Iiither the situation with regard to esthetic
Irrrlgrrrt,nts is, or it is not, exactly analogous to that with
lr.plirrrl lo moral judgments. If there is exact analogy, we
Iurvr, :rlrr,rr<ly shown that the facts in the case of moral
lrrllgrrrr,rrls rrrc susceptible of two other interpretations beside
llrrrrrr.'s. And the same two alternatives would be open
irr llrl crtsr: of ;csthetic judgments. If there is not exact
rurirI4,,;,, llrcn the argument from the asthetic to the moral
Irrrlpirrrcrrt crtnnot be relied upon. For the differences might
lr. rirrclr rrs lo nllow Hume's theory to be true of asthetic
lrrrlllrrrr.rrls, anrl to prevent it being true of moral judgments.
(rri) lt yolr l)t'oss a man as to why he did a certain action
llrr,rr.will rrlw;rys cornc a point at which he can make only
rr lrrulohrllou:i ir.nsw(:r. If you ask him why he plays golf,
Irr,nr,ry,,,ry llutl il is for tltt: sirkc of health. If you ask
Irltrr wlry lrr.w,tttlr, lo kcr'11 irr lrcitlth, hc may say that it is
lx,1 1111n1 lllur",,r t'r prrtrrlrrl. ltrrl, if you ask him why he
rll',llL,,n Jlrrlu, rrnrl lrr',,t ill lrlrs 1l;tl it'ttr:r: ttl llnswer you at all,
llrr rrtlr llll,trr,rhl lltl litttlolog()lltl;lltsw(lr: " Bccause I do."
llrln, llrrtrrr' llrlnh',, ',ltow'r lltirl lttrlrsott is concerned only
wllll rilr,rrrrr rlilrl $'tllr tr.ltrltvr. r'lttls, llovcr with ultimate

an emotion of approval or disapproval. There are two
undoubted truths in this argument of Hume's. (a) I must
be fully aware of the non-ethical relations in a situation

I

can make a trustworthy judgment on the ethical
relations. (b) When I am fully cognisant of the non-ethical
relations I cannot infer, from them and them alone, the
ethical relations; as I might seem to infer the remaining
geometrical relations between a set of points from a selection
of their geometrical relations. But, even in the geometrical
case, I do not infer the additional geometrical relations
simpl,y from those which are already known. I infer them
from tfiese together wilh the axioms of geometry, which are

before

known by Intuitive Induction. Similarly, it is arguable
that I fi.rst recognise the co-existence of certain non-ethical
relations with certain ethical relations in a particular case;
then see by Intuitive Induction that the presence of the
former entails that of the latter in any case; and finally
use this as a premise for inferring the presence of these
ethical relations in other cases in which I find these nonethical relations. So the premises of this argument are
quite compatible with the view that Reason plays a much
mgre important part in ethics than Hume alIows.
(ii) Hume argues that his position is strengthened by the
analogy between ethical and asthetic judgments. The
beauty'of an object no doubt depends on the relations and
proportions of its parts. And these are in many cases
recognised only by the exercise of Reason. But the recog.
nition of these relations and proportions is not suffi.cient to
give rise to an asthetic judgment. A circle would have
no beauty unless there were observers so constituted that
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r,l,ln N,,w r'rrlrrr t,r irrltrtilllrl to llt: an ultimate end,
rlr,,rlrrrlrlr' llr llrr rwtl 'ritli('. 'l'ltr:rt'[ort: tltere must be some
nrrllllr'nl lr nu,n lo wlticlt virtuc appeals, and it must
rL,tlvr, llrr vrrlttl lrrttt llris :tltrl this alone. The weakness of
llrl,r ,rr,:ilrrrr.ill will lrcsl lx: sr:t:n by taking a parallel case.
lrr rrrry r lriur rll tcrtsrtttittg whittever we eventually get back
il
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to premises for which we can give no reason, in the sense

Now this is a question which cdn be
nr.l lk,rl by experiment, observation, collection of statistics,
rrrul cnrpirical generalisation. This seems to me simply
Irrlrr.rlilrlt:. I should accept the view that there is a point
rn irny r:thical dispute between A and B beyond which
lrrr llrrr rrrgument becomes futile. This would not, of course,
l)r.v(, llrrrt the diflerence has been reduced to a mere
rlrlllrcrutr of taste; for it rnlght be that A's intellect was
olrl rrrl or warped, as compared with B's, in respect to
r.rlirirr rlrritc objective qualities or relations. But, as I
Irrrvr. .j rrit lxrinted out,'the logicai consequence of Hume's
llrr.ry is rrot that in disputes on moral questions there
( rnr"i ;r.
lxrint beyond which we can only say " de gust'ibus
,tu,t (\1. i,isfulandurn." The logical consequence of his theory
rrr llrrl ;rll sttclt disputes could,be settled, and that the way
lo,,r'llh' llu:m is to collect statistics of how people in fact
rhr lr,r'1. Anrl to me this kind of answer seems utterly
rrrt,L'v;rttl lo llris kintl of question. If I am right in this,
. llrrrrrr"s llrr:oty tttttst llc false.
orr lorrlctnplating

that we cannot mention any other proposition from which
they are dEducible. But this does not show that our acceptance of these ultimate premises must be irrational. It may
of course happen to be so. But it may be that we accept
them because Reason perceives directly that their subjects
and their predicates are necessarily connected. Similarly,
in explaining why we acted in a certain way, we come
eventually to ends which are valued for themselves and not
as means to anything else. But it does not follow that
our recognition of their value does not depend on rational
insight into their nature.
The upshot of the matter is that, on this vitaliy important
point, Hume has neither proved his own case nor refuted
that of his opponents. But it remains possible that he is
right and they are wrong. I cannot profess to decide the
question here; but I will end by pointing out one consequence of Hume's view. This is that every dispute on
questions of right and wrong is capable of being settled
completely by the simple method of collecting statistics.
Suppose that A thinks that X is right, and B thinks that
X is wrong. We have first to make sure that A and B agree
as to the non-ethical facts about X, i.e., as to its non-ethical
qualities and relations to other things, as to what effects it
wiil have and what effects other things which might have
been substituted for it would have had, and so on. Suppose
that, when all differences and confusions on these nonethical matters have been removed, A still thinks that X is
right and B stiil thinks that it is wrong. If Hume's theory
be true, this means that A thinks that most men would
feel an emotion of approval on contemplating X, whilst B
thinks that most men would feel an emotion of disapproval

X.
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